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E CONSOLIDATED MINING AND SMELTING COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED 
____Geological Division     ^    -- .

SOOTHERAKf-PAUL OPTION - Sudbury M. D. , Ontario

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

J. Richardson 
Trail, B. C. April 12, 1954.

It is requested that 40 days' Assessm^nt^work credit be/granted ,
j \*r t * i^*^ 1 i , f jSs x--, , ' r L

on the following mining,claims t m S -43946} ^47 }\ f48j S-57536} -37} -38} -39}
i-" t- ,.- '- "' . , ? ^-"-^4 VN^X-- N* "~ *-~

-40} -41} -42} -43} -44} (s-57585}y and 1^-61820lV29|' (^3QJ} Pending approval 

of this report and map, the Mining Recorder at Sudbury advised us that he 

has placed on record 40 days assessment work on each of the above mining 

claims.

This report and map (in duplicate) is hereby submitted for 

recording as assessment work. 

PROPERTY

The property consists of four patented claims (No's S-34944} -45}

-46} and -47) and sixteen located claims No's S-43946} -47} -48} S-57536}

-37} -38} -39} -40j -41; -42} -43} -44} S-57585; and S-61828} -29} -30). 

OWNERSHIP, Etc.

The Consolidated-Mining and Smelting Company of Canada Limited, 

Trail, B. C. presently hold the property under option from the owners, namely 

Earle Sootheran and Hiram Paul, both of Chapleau, Ontario. The survey was 

conducted on Cominoo's behalf and this company is submitting the survey as 

assessment work. 

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property is located in the central part of Cunningham Township 

Sudbury Mining Division, Ontario. The northeast claim of the group encompasses 

Edward's Lake, Latt 47038' N, Longt 820 40' W
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Access to the property is by means of an unimproved road for a 

distance of 14 miles north from the community of Sultan, a station on the 

C. P. R., to the Cunningham Forestry Station, thence two miles southeasterly 

by trail. 

SURVEY PERSONNEL

The electromagnetic survey was conducted by J. Richardson and 

D. W. Heddle, of Trail, B. C., Exploration Geologists with the Consolidated 

Mining and Smelting Company of Canada Limited* 

SUMMARY

An electromagnetic survey, for the purpose of testing the

proximity of assumed faults for the presence of sulphide bodies, was conducted 

over selected areas of the Sootheran-Paul claim group from January 29, 1954 

to March l, 1954* The large-coil model McPhar clinometer with a frequency 

of 1,000 o.p.s. was used in the survey. This apparatus indicates sub-surface 

electrical conductors, such as sulphide and magnetite bodies and graphitic 

rones, by inducing currents in them.

A total of 10 miles of picket line was cut and 470 readings taken 

from six set-ups of the transmitting coil.

Readings were taken at 100' intervals on traverse lines spaced 

400' apart along three separate base lines. The base lines were located 

as follows*

No. l - Along the surface trace of the assumed fault in the central

part of the property.

No. 2 - Along an assumed fault through Edward's Lake. 

Ho. 3 - Along the surface trace of an assuned fault in the west 

portion of the property.
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The base lines were laid out on these assumed faults because 

well mineralized float was found along the surface trace of the central 

fault near the south end of the property. Also, sub-marginal mineralization 

occurs locally where faults cross bands of iron formation. Elsewhere the 

faults are generally covered with light overburden and it was assumed that 

better grade mineralization might occur in the vicinity of the intersection 

of these faults with the more favorable Keewatin volcanics.

Certain claims were excluded from the survey for the following 

reasonst

(1) A study of the air photographs did not indicate the possibility of 

any faults in these areas. As stated above, the vicinities of the 

faults in greenstone areas are considered to be favorable zones for 

sulphide mineralization.

(2) The excluded areas are largely underlain by iron formation. This rook 

type was not considered favorable for the localization of sizeable 

sulphide bodies. Also, the survey in other areas of iron formation 

on the property showed that this rook type was indicated by the 

apparatus to such an extent as to mask any responses from sulphide 

bodies that might be contained within it. 

OBSERVATIONS

High readings were obtained in areas underlain by iron formation. 

For the most part they extended over broad areas and in most oases no 

"cross-overs" were obtained because the traverse lines were approximately 

parallel to the strike of the iron formation bands. It is quite probable 

that the high readings are due to the magnetite layers in this rook and 

in part, also, to disseminated pyrite which is locally prevalent in the 

iron formation.
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Prominent "cross-overs" associated with high readings (these are 

indicative of sub-surface conductors) were obtained on all except No. 3 

base line. They are probably due to faults which are well indicated for 

any of the following reasons:

(a) The presence of graphite in the fault zones,

(b) Ihe presence of sulphide minerals in the fault zones,

(c) For the most part, the surface traces of the fault zones lie 

in low ground in which considerable water-soaked peat has 

developed. This material is a fair conductor and may be 

indicated by this electromagnetic apparatus.

Graphite in the fault zones appears to be the most likely reason 

for the prominent "cross-overs" in these areas, although it may well be 

that they are due, in part, to the local development of sulphides in these 

structures. 

CON PLUS IONS

Several sub-surface conductors are indicated by the electro 

magnetic readings and the positions of most of them are approximately 

located. The anomalies in the northwest and north-central part of the 

property are undoubtedly due to iron formation and as such cannot be inter 

preted as being due, in part, to sulphide bodies although the disseminated 

pyrite locally present in this rock may exert some influence.

A sub-surface conductor is clearly indicated near the southeast 

corner of claim No. S-57539. This is in an area where well mineralized 

blocks of float have been found. The conductor apparently continues 

southeasterly onto the adjoining Araoo claims.

A strong anomaly occurs along the northwest shore of Edwards Lake 

in the northeast corner of the claim group. This is a very .sharp anomaly,
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indicating that the conductor is not very deeply buried. It has a north 

westerly strike and extends for more than 800 feet, much of it being under 

Edwards Lake*

Report byt
/J. Richardson, 
Geologist*

Appendipesi

References! (l) Statement of Time and Personnel Engaged.

(2) Credentials of Technical Personnel* 

Attachments! (l) Electromagnetic Plan - Scale l" * 400'

Distributiont Ontario Dept. Mines (2 X 
Mines Div. Tadanao 
NCampbell 
Legal Division

JRi;jh
South Western Exploration Office
April 12, 1954.


